One year of precipitation records taken from a subset of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) global rain gauge network has been analyzed. This analysis has shown that the distribution of accumulation of precipitation with the rainfall rate is characterized by an exponential law. This relationship seems to be universal and is present regardless of the averaging interval considered. The data structure suggests that this exponential distribution can be used as a basic state to partition surface precipitation into stratiform and convective components. The physical basis of this approach is investigated and discussed using Monte Carlo simulations based on a simple cloud model. The methodology is validated using a Fourier analysis in time, and average global monthly maps of convective and stratiform precipitation are presented to illustrate the feasibility of the technique.
Introduction
Understanding the structure of surface precipitation is a fundamental concept in meteorology and is particularly important in the validation of NWP and climate models. Trenberth et al. (2003) noted that the characteristics of precipitation are as important as the amount, and useful simulations or forecasts must be able to reproduce correctly the frequency, duration, and amount of precipitation events. The occurrence of precipitation in the form of convective and stratiform regimes is certainly one of the most important features of the global rainfall. As outlined in Houze (1997) , these two modes are the signature of distinct cloud dynamical processes that have important consequences on the atmospheric circulation.
The rationale for discriminating stratiform and convective regimes has been recognized for several years (Simpson et al. 1988) . Houze (1997) presented an elaborate discussion concerning these issues that does not need to be repeated here. Many investigators have suggested algorithms for partitioning precipitation into convective and stratiform components. Lang et al. (2003) summarized several partition algorithms found in the scientific literature, and many of these algorithms are mostly variations on a theme inspired from Churchill and Houze (1984) . These procedures may be termed as texture algorithms since they attempt to numerically recognize the spatial characteristics of radar echoes or precipitation maps. Conceptually, local maxima and their adjacent regions are classified as convective according to a set of rules that take into consideration the local average of radar reflectivity or rain rate. Typically, these procedures are applied to highresolution (2 km) radar reflectivity maps (Steiner et al. 1995) although some modeling studies use variants with model variables such as surface rain rate (Caniaux et al. 1994) or vertical velocity (Xu 1995) . Different methodologies based on satellite infrared temperature (Alder and Negri 1988) or microwave brightness temperature (Hong et al. 1999 ) have also been proposed. This paper is not an attempt to introduce an additional texture algorithm. It is instead motivated by the analysis of a subset of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) surface rain gauge data that has shown that the mass of precipitation reaching the surface of the earth tends to be distributed with respect to rain intensity according to an exponential law. Omnipresent anomalies are superimposed on this fundamental distribution, and the interpretation of these elements constitutes the scope of this investigation. The proposed methodology uses statistical properties of in situ rain gauge data and is applied to the global precipitation field, and consequently, is totally different from the above-mentioned procedures. The procedure separates weak and long-lived events (stratiform) from intense and brief (convective) episodes. Therefore, it should be considered as complementary to these algorithms.
This article is organized as follows. An analysis of the global precipitation field as sampled by the WMO rain gauge network is presented in section 2. The results of this analysis are interpreted with the help of a series of simple Monte Carlo simulations in section 3. Section 4 introduces a global convective/stratiform partition algorithm and discusses several aspects that suggest the feasibility of the technique. Finally section 5 summarizes the main findings of this investigation.
Precipitations analysis
In the present investigation, a subset of the WMO global network rain gauge data was analyzed. These data are routinely archived at the Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) for assimilation and model validation purposes. Figure 1 depicts an example of the geographical distribution of the surface rain gauges used in this study at a specific time (1 January 2001). This dataset has been analyzed for the entire year of 2001 at a frequency of 6 h to capture seasonal effects as well as the high-frequency portion of the precipitation signal. In general, there are roughly 3500 stations at a given instant in the dataset. Rain is continuously reported for about 15% of these stations at any instant.
Records of precipitation include all types (liquid, solid, or rain, snow, hail) , and the observed variable is the depth of precipitation, which is defined as the depth of liquid water accumulated during a given time interval ⌬t. The precipitation depth can be converted into time series of the average of precipitation intensity R(t) ϭ h(t)/⌬t (⌬t ϭ 6 h in the present study). In situ rain gauge measurements have an accuracy of liquid precipitation of Ϯ1 mm for accumulations Յ 20 mm, and Ϯ5% for accumulations Ͼ20 mm. For snow, the data have an accuracy of about Ϯ5% of the true value. The instrument precision is 0.2 mm or less for liquid precipitation and 0.6 mm or less for snow.
If f(R)dR is the number of stations reporting precipitation intensities between R and R ϩ dR, the total amount precipitation within this interval dR during ⌬t is P͑R͒dR ϭ f͑R͒RdR, ͑1͒
where P(R) is the precipitation distribution and f(R) is the frequency density. 1 The explicit dependence of R on t has been omitted. The precipitation within the time interval ⌬t at any given time is
the notation 0 ϩ indicates that the lower limit does not include zero. For the present dataset, this implies a threshold (R o ) of precipitation intensity of 0.1 mm (6 h) Ϫ1 to define precipitation as opposed to no precipi-1 Here P(R) is a dimensionless function and f(R) has units of TL tation. In (2), ͗R͘ is the average rain intensity at a given time, and N ϭ ͐f(R)dR is the total number of gauges. The time-averaged precipitation distribution over an arbitrary time interval T is defined by
Equations (1)- (3) were used to construct a number of figures such as Fig. 2 , documenting all precipitation records of 2001. In Fig. 2 , the contoured P(R)dR has been calculated using a bin size of 2 mm (6 h) Ϫ1 for each 6-h interval during January and July 2001 (T ϭ 744 h, for these months). In addition, P t and P dR ϫ T are also depicted on the top and on the right side of the figure, respectively. The dashed line in the upper diagram represents the time-cumulated P t . The contoured P(R)dR in Figs. 2a,b shows highly variable precipitation distributions for both months, and this variability is present in both R and t directions. Anomalies, or cells are omnipresent in these diagrams and are superimposed on a general decrease of precipitation amount with increasing intensity. It is certainly not unreasonable to relate some of these anomalies to convective systems, especially for high precipitation rates. However, one should note that a portion of the precipitation variance is associated with the finite sampling inherent to rain gauge networks (Silverman et al. 1981) . Many of these cells have a lifetime less than 18 h, although more persistent structures are apparent. There are important differences between January and July precipitation. For example, in January, the time-averaged precipitation distribution is narrower than in July (cf. the respective diagrams of P), and persistent systems are present at lower intensities (e.g., near hours 120, 192, 240, 456, 576, and 696) . These systems release large amounts of precipitation at small R, and also in this case, it is not unreasonable to relate them to stratiform precipitation associated with extratropical cyclones. Such systems characterize the winter season in North America and Europe, and their signatures are apparent in Fig. 2a . For July 2001, the variability and the contribution of high-rate anomalies to the total precipitation are much more important. The P t signal oscillates at a higher frequency than for January, suggesting that convective processes are important contributors. These systems are likely associated with convective storms over the Great Plains, the Midwest, Europe, and during the East Asian summer monsoon.
At this point, the reader should note that the characteristics of the gauge network introduce biases in the statistics, and generalizations of the present discussion to the global precipitation field should be made with caution. For example, the comparison between summer and winter precipitation is influenced by the distribution of rain gauges, with the consequence that the contribution of convection during the austral summer is likely underestimated due to the lower density of stations in the Southern Hemisphere. The statistics also inadequately represent stratiform precipitation in the vast northern regions of Canada, Greenland, and Siberia due to the poor gauge coverage. Finally, one should also note that the locations of the gauges are almost exclusively in continental regions implying that the contribution from marine precipitation is underestimated.
A very interesting aspect of Figs. 2a,b is the nearly perfect exponential form of P(R). This exponential structure is always present independent of the averaging interval, as shown in Fig. 3 . In this figure, the timeaverage precipitation distribution is shown for time intervals of 6 h, 1 day, 1 week, and 1 yr. The circles are the actual distributions and the thick lines are regression exponentials. The figure suggests that P(R) can be decomposed as
where A(t) and b(t) are time-dependent parameters. In general, the exponential component in (4) dominates for small rates while pЉ is most important for large intensities (see Figs. 2 and 3). Intuitively, this suggests that one can associate the exponential in (4) to the stratiform component of precipitation and pЉ with the contribution of convective systems, consistent with the discussion above. However, intuition is certainly not sufficient to propose a partition algorithm and a more elaborate discussion is provided in section 3. Figure 3 also suggests that for large T, the component pЉ → 0. This is due to the fact that pЉ continuously fluctuates around an average exponential distribution, so negative and positive perturbations cancel each other out on the long-term average. The cause of the fluctuations and the interpretation of pЉ is discussed in section 3. Finally, the 2001 precipitation statistics have been also compiled separately for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres and for North and South America. In each case, the precipitation is characterized by a basic exponential upon which anomalies are superimposed as in Eq. (4), suggesting that this statistic is universal.
Stratiform precipitation modeling
In this section, it is shown that a simple model of stratiform precipitation formation is coherent with the observed exponential component of precipitation records. Stratiform precipitation occurs in stably stratified environments and hydrometeors grow during their descent through a widespread updraft whose magnitude is less than the hydrometeors' fall speed. The growth occurs primarily by condensation/deposition (i.e., the diffusion of water vapor onto droplets or ice crystals, respectively). Stratiform rain results from midlatitude frontal systems, convergence into lows, upslope flow, and all situations in which precipitation forms in a stably stratified atmosphere. Experiments over the eastern tropical Atlantic, northern Australia, and the western equatorial Pacific have shown that almost all tropical convection occurs in association with stratiform rain (Houze 1993 (Houze , 1997 . Figure 4 illustrates the model used here to simulate surface precipitation. The diagram shows a projection in the x-z plane of two idealized precipitation particles' trajectories. A hypothetical gauge located at the lower right of the diagram is assumed to sample upstream distances U⌬t and V⌬t in the horizontal and vertical, respectively, where U symbolizes the horizontal air velocity and V the particles' fall speed. For typical values of U ϭ 10 m s
Ϫ1
, and V ϭ 1 m s
, and for a sampling frequency ⌬t ϭ 6 h, the dimensions of the cross section in Fig. 4 are roughly 200 km ϫ 20 km. The letter w Ͻ V represents the updraft intensity, and the symbol is the residence time of particles within the cloud given by
where z o is the initial altitude of the precipitation particles reaching the gauge and z b the height of cloud base. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , z o can be seen as the origin of a backward trajectory starting at the gauge location, and depends on cloud-top altitude, particles' terminal fall speed, updraft intensity, and time resolution ⌬t of the observations. The two trajectories depicted in Fig.  4 , illustrate the effect of w on . Within stronger updraft regions, particles have a reduced downward velocity relative to the air so their residence time within the cloud is longer. In the present investigation, it is assumed that ice particles grow by vapor deposition during their sojourn within the cloud according to
Results from a more complex cloud microphysics model have shown that (6) is suitable for glaciated clouds (Tremblay et al. 1995) . In (6), q and q i are water vapor and ice content (IWC), respectively; T denotes the temperature; and p the pressure. Here D represents the transfer of water vapor to ice particles by deposition and is described, as all the other parameters used hereafter, in Tremblay and Glazer (2000) and in the references therein. The mass of precipitation particles leaving the cloud base can be calculated by integrating (6) over the interval . Subsequently, the particles are assumed to conserve their mass during their fall below the cloud base and reach the surface as rain or snow, depending on the environmental conditions. At the surface, their mass can be easily translated to R, providing a simple model to study the distribution of surface precipitation. Figure 5 shows precipitation intensity R, as a function of , calculated from (6) for different cloud temperatures. This temperature range is representative of midlevel clouds that are the likely origin of most stratiform precipitation. The maximum of R around Ϫ15°C, visible in Fig. 5 , is the consequence of a well-known property of the deposition function (Byers 1965) . These calculations were done for a pressure of 700 hPa, and since D is a weak function of p, the curves in Fig. 5 are representative of most clouds within this temperature range. The initial supersaturation S o is taken as the supersaturation with respect to water in each case. Tests done over a wide range of different initial supersaturation (up to 30% with respect to water) have shown similar results to those discussed below. The initial IWC used for these calculations was q io ϭ 10 Ϫ5 kg m
Ϫ3
. The effect of using a different initial condition only results in a translation of the curves in Fig. 5 . These curves saturate with time toward the asymptotic solution q iϱ ϭ (S o Ϫ 1)q sat,i . For the following discussion the Ϫ15°C curve will be utilized.
Rain gauge data can be interpreted as a probabilistic sampling of the precipitation field over the globe. Due to the ceaseless motion of weather patterns over the gauge network, all types of precipitation systems are likely represented, and the dataset does constitute a valid sample. Such a sampling process can be simulated with the Monte Carlo technique, if every population member has a known probability of being selected. As discussed above, R depends on , which is related to the updraft intensity: strong (weak) updrafts should be associated with long (short) residence times and high (low) precipitation intensity. It is well known that vertical velocity tends to be organized horizontally in localized zones of intense motion surrounded by widespread regions of weaker ascent. This is a consequence of the organization of weather systems, which is characterized by circulations that tend to develop locally intense updraft regions such as fronts. This implies that probability q of observing a given must be inversely proportional to . In other words, the fractional coverage of strong updraft cores (large ) in a given horizontal plane is much smaller that the areal coverage of weak updrafts (small ). Therefore, the following probability distribution function (PDF) is selected to model the occurrence of a given :
where ␦ is a time scale taken as 1 h, and varies from 0 to max . The plausibility of this quasi-generic form has been investigated by calculating the distribution of w and (V Ϫ w) Ϫ1 obtained from numerical integrations of the global environmental multiscale model of the CMC. It was concluded that an exponential form describes very well these model results. These results are not shown here, but the author is convinced that they can be easily reproduced with any atmospheric model.
Equations (7), (6), and (1) constitute a set of rules sufficient to define a Monte Carlo simulation. These rules are as follows: 1) select a random Ͻ max ϭ ⌬t distributed according to (7); 2) calculate R() from (6), 3) repeat these steps N times; 4) obtain P(R) from (1). Of course, the objective of these simulations is to emulate the finite sampling process associated with the observations of precipitation discussed in section 2. Figure  6 shows the results of three simulations for N ϭ 500, 2000, and 14 000. These specific numbers are selected as an attempt to emulate the conditions observed during time intervals of 6 h (Ϸ500 precipitation records), 1 day, and 1 week. The format in Fig. 6 is identical to that in Fig. 3 , and both figures can be easily compared. The degree of similitude between the two figures is astonishing. It is clear that the simulated precipitation distributions have the same characteristics as those in Fig. 3 and are also described by Eq. (4). It is particularly important to note that the simulations yield the same exponential-dominated distribution, suggesting that in observations, this component may be associated with stratiform precipitation, as discussed in section 2. The similar structure of the anomalies in Figs. 3 and 6 suggests that a portion of the variance of the observed precipitation may be attributed to sampling errors. For a Monte Carlo simulation the deviations visible in Fig. 6 are purely statistical and should decrease as 1/͌N. For the observations, the anomalies are not only associated with statistical errors, but include in addition, the contribution of convective events, as discussed above.
Since the conclusions drawn from these three simulations are important to this investigation, one should ensure that these results are not the consequence of a judicious choice of parameters and a more elaborate discussion is mandatory at this point. The distributions depicted in Fig. 6 mostly depend on the details of the growth curves R() and on the functional form of the selected PDF. The R curves are determined by the deposition function D, which is highly sensitive to the first moment of the ice particle size distribution (IPSD) as discussed in Tremblay et al. (2003) . For example, if one supposes that the relaxation time of R() is made very small (or equivalently, max very large), the curves in Fig. 5 take on the appearance of a Heavyside step function centered at t ϭ 0 and R becomes almost independent of . In such a case, f(R) is nearly uniform, and P(R) increases with R. This behavior is illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. Table 1 for a description). The Zawadzki et al. (1993, hereafter ZAW) IPSD is an empirical fit of aircraft observations and is discussed in Tremblay et al. (1996) . This IPSD has a very short relaxation time and its transient portion lasts for about 1 h. The Dudhia (1989, herafter DUD) IPSD has a longer relaxation time compared to ZAW, but it is much less that for Lin et al. (1983, hereafter LIN) which has been used for Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 8 confirms the present discussion and shows that P(R) is not exponentially distributed for these two IPSDs if the exponential PDF (7) is used. Attempts have been made to reproduce the exponential precipitation distribution with these IPSDs using different PDFs. For example, experimentation using inverse power-law PDFs has shown that DUD can yield an exponential P(R) for qϰ Ϫ3.5 . Finally, other tests made with gamma IPSD discussed in Tremblay et al. (2003) easily reproduce the observed precipitation structure using the PDF in (7). This emphasizes that the present model should be based on a realistic choice of parameter to produce meaningful results. Of course, any unrealistic choice of parameters leads to unrealistic results, and optimal combinations of IPSD/PDF must be found.
Partition algorithm
In this section, an algorithm to partition surface precipitation records into stratiform and convective portions is suggested. Following the above discussion, the existence of an exponential distribution representative of the stratiform component of precipitation is hypothesized. Such a hypothesis necessitates the definition of a specific function for this purpose. The regression exponentials discussed in sections 2 and 3 can imply negative anomalies, which are difficult to interpret in terms of convective precipitation. For this reason, the partition is done by subtracting a pure exponential component P s (R) from the total distribution P(R), to obtain the anomaly distribution pЈ (R).
2 The component P s is obtained by selecting an exponential such that the negative anomalies are exactly zero, as illustrated in Fig. 9 . In this figure, the total distribution P, the pure exponential component P s , and the remainder pЈ are plotted for hour 480 of July 2001. The anomaly pЈ is interpreted as the sum of convective perturbations plus a statistical error. The relative importance of these entities determines the usefulness of the present approach to identify the two precipitation modes. Figure 10 depicts pЈ for the month of July 2001 (see Fig. 2b ). This figure demonstrates that pЈ is highly structured and well organized. For example it can be seen that the convective activity in July 2001 consists of three distinct episodes with different intensities. Weaker episodes characterize the period of 1-10 July, and the total convective precipitation amount fluctuates around 1 m. This amount sharply increases on 11 July for 11 days. During this period, the pЈ variance increases and welldefined cells are apparent. After a short break, toward the end of the month, the convection reaches its highest intensity, as exemplified by the huge system t during the period of 25-29 July. Examinations of surface precipitation maps such as those discussed below, and of the Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) radar echoes, suggest that a severe convective episode over the United States is a major contributor to the structure visible in Fig. 10 . Comparing the time integrals of P t in Figs. 2b and 10, the convective component contributed 58% of the precipitation in July 2001. The monthly averaged pЈ distribution has a positive skewness with a mode near 10 mm (6 h) Ϫ1 and has the appearance of a gamma distribution. Calculations performed for the entire year of 2001 (not shown) produce similar results. The well-structured characteristics in Fig. 10 suggest that the statistical component of pЈ is not dominant.
The dashed line R ϭ R c in Fig. 9 divides the R axis into two regions such that in general, pЈ Ͻ P s and pЈ Ͼ P s . Within the region R Ͻ R c the stratiform component dominates and this defines the stratiform regime. Similarly, the region R Ͼ R c is termed as the convective regime. These considerations are useful for classifying a given event relative to the total population. For ex- The rain gauge network produces snapshots of the global precipitation field at a frequency ⌬t ϭ 6 h. For each of these snapshots, R c can be calculated from the precipitation distribution and each observation can be classified. For a 1-yr period, there are 1460 snapshots and each of them has a specific associated R c . Figure 11 shows the distribution of R c for 2001. It can be seen that R c is clearly not uniform and has a well-defined, positively skewed distribution with a mode of 8 mm (6 h)
Ϫ1
. The localization of the hour 480 of July 2001 [R c ϭ 20 mm (6 h) Ϫ1 ] shows that this event was a major convective episode. In general, a large R c characterizes distributions with very well-defined anomalies as illustrated in Fig. 9 . On the other hand distributions with very small R c [such as those Յ 4 mm (6 h) Ϫ1 ] have important gaps at the beginning of the distribution, which make the exponential unrealistic for those cases. However these situations are exceptional (about 1% of the total), and therefore are not a major flaw of the present technique.
At this point, it is important to emphasize that two types of classification have been introduced. For example, the technique used to build Fig. 10 can be considered as a global classification scheme. For this figure, the global precipitation distribution has been divided into two components by subtracting an exponential distribution, as discussed above. On the other hand, the R c partition technique can be considered as a local classification scheme since it assigns each event to a specific category. It is possible to produce time series of total (P t ) convective/stratiform precipitation for each of these methodologies. These time series can be analyzed in the frequency domain to establish the physical significance of the methodology. The cumulative power spectral density of the convective/stratiform time series corresponding to the local 3 R c scheme has been calculated from a Fourier analysis, and the result is displayed in Fig. 12 . In this figure, the cumulative power has been obtained by integrating the power density function over the frequency range. The figure shows the relationship between the energy (variance) 4 and frequency. In such a diagram, a linear relationship is the signature of white noise and indicates that the variance does not depend on frequency. It can be seen that both signals tend to saturate with increasing frequency, indicating a decrease in the variance with frequency. The existence of this saturation is proof of the physical consistence of these modes. This implies that the variance is not dominated by random sampling effects (white noise) but rather by structured precipitation processes. It is clear that the stratiform signal saturates much more quickly than the convective signal, especially for periods less 3 Similar results have been obtained for the global scheme. 4 The average has been subtracted from both signals. FIG. 11 . Distribution of the critical precipitation rate that defines the stratiform/convective boundary.
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than 48 h, which corresponds to the meso-␣ scale (Orlanski 1975) . The separation of the two modes demonstrates that the methodology acts as a time filter that separates the signal into high-and low-frequency modes. The fact the convective (stratiform) mode exhibits higher (lower) energy at high frequencies is physically meaningful. The predominance of convection at high frequency can be explained by the shorter lifetime of convective events compared to large-scale stratiform precipitation. It should be noted that the present algorithm separates short and intense precipitation events from those that are weak and long lived. Thus, the terms convective and stratiform are purely associative. However, as illustrated in the maps below, such appellations are meaningful. As a complement to the precipitation analysis in time, average monthly maps of convective and stratiform precipitation for January and July 2001 are depicted in Figs. 13 and 14 , respectively. These maps were obtained by calculating monthly averages of the locally partitioned precipitation. There are obvious differences between January and July convective precipitation as illustrated in Fig. 13 . In January, the most intense convective precipitation over the United States is mostly confined to the southern states near the of Gulf of Mexico. In July, convective precipitation has spread out to the Canadian plains, and the general intensity has significantly risen. This is consistent with the climatology of mesoscale convective complexes (Velasco and Fritsch 1987) . A similar cycle is visible in the Far East where the convective signature of the East Asian summer monsoon is evident from a comparison of January and July maps. Southern Hemisphere summer convection appears clearly on the January with convective activity over South America, southeast Africa, Madagascar, and Australia. These structures are visible even with the very limited gauge coverage and are certainly associated with the yearly progression of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Additional items worth noting are the summer convection over the west coast of Mexico associated with the northern movement of the ITCZ and the reduced convective activity over the west coast of the United States during the summer, which is likely a consequence of the formation of the North Pacific high. The stratiform component depicted in Fig. 14 has a much weaker structure than its convective counterpart. Nearly every gauge in the network is associated with stratiform events during both months. There are not clear localized climatological marks in this field such as those found for convection, except perhaps the more intense rainfall in July over the Far East and the eastern coastal U.S. region.
Total monthly contributions of stratiform and convective modes for 2001 are presented in Fig. 15 . The contribution of the convective component is systematically higher than the stratiform component. The contribution of convection to the total precipitation varies between 53% (May) and 58% (July). Steiner et al. (1995) , reported values between 58% and 65% for February 1988 at Darwin, Australia, based on radar data. Houze (1993, p. 349 ) mentioned that convective precipitation accounted for 60% of the rainfall in a squallline mesoscale system. In a case study, Johnson and Hamilton (1988) estimated the stratiform (convective) component to range within 30%-40% (70%-60%) in a midlatitude squall line. These few examples suggests that the slightly lower proportion of convective precipitation obtained with the present technique may be plausible, if one considers that the entire range of weather systems are included in the present global analysis.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper, records of surface precipitation taken from the World Meteorological Organization global rain gauge network have been analyzed. The distribution of precipitation amount has been calculated as a function of precipitation intensity for 2001. It was found that this distribution has a strong exponential component regardless of the averaging time interval considered. This analysis has also shown that anomalies are ubiquitously superimposed on this basic structure and are more apparent at high precipitation rates. It was suggested that these structures contain the signature of the stratiform and convective components of surface precipitation.
The plausibility of this hypothesis is examined with a simple model of stratiform precipitation. This model assumes that stratiform precipitation grows primarily by diffusion of water vapor onto ice crystals within the cloud during their fall through widespread updrafts. In such environments, the mass of particles leaving the cloud base are proportional to their residence times within the cloud. Since the upward vertical velocity of the air counterbalances the particles' gravitational settling, the particles falling in stronger updrafts should have longer residence time within the cloud. From this it was suggested that the dynamical structure of weather systems implies that the probability of observing a given residence time is described by a reciprocal law. Monte Carlo simulations based on these results produced precipitation distributions that are structurally close to those observed, suggesting that the exponential behavior of surface precipitation may be associated with stratiform clouds. These simulations have also pointed out the well-known effect of sampling on the variance, with the consequence that the anomalies include a random component in addition to convective perturbations. The present investigation has shown that these random elements are not the dominant factor that characterizes the structure of the anomalies.
A technique for partitioning precipitation into stratiform and convective components was next suggested. This technique infers convective events by removing a time-dependent exponential distribution from the observed precipitation distribution at each 6-h observational period. The distributions thus obtained have very well-defined structures in the time characteristics of FIG. 14. Same as in Fig. 13 , but for stratiform.
convective events. This suggests that the procedure is feasible. The long-term behavior of convective and stratiform signals in time, shows that the partition algorithm acts as a high-pass filter such as the convective signal is associated with the high-frequency portion of the precipitation variance. This physically meaningful result is explained by the short lifetime of convective storms. Calculating average monthly maps of convective and stratiform precipitation further validated the technique. These maps have shown that the methodology successfully reproduces well-known climatological markers of the global precipitation field.
